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Project includes construction on S. Maxwell Creek Rd.
Major work on Kinney Drive also part of project
MURPHY (April 13, 2021) Construction has begun for one of the final projects included in the 2017 Capital Improvement
Projects bond election approved by Murphy voters.
Officially called the South Maxwell Creek Road, Kinney Dr. Road Replacement project, the work will include:
•
•
•
•

removal and replacement of four location points of the existing drainage under South Maxwell Creek Road to
provide for storm water flow from west of South Maxwell Creek Road to Maxwell Creek;
reclamation of existing materials on South Maxwell Creek Road and paving the roadway with asphalt;
removal and replacement of one location point of the existing drainage under Kinney Drive to provide for storm
water flow to Maxwell Creek; and
reclamation of existing materials on Kinney Drive and paving the roadway with asphalt.

The work is expected to take about seven months with completion and final closing of the project scheduled for
October. As always, weather, and other uncontrollable factors may intrude on the construction schedule. Nevertheless,
the contractor working on the project has been instructed by City officials to maintain at least one lane open for through
traffic.
There will likely be occasions when the construction of this large, multi-road project will require motorists to
heed directions from flag and sign holding crew members, allowing for two-way traffic to share the roadway. This is
critically important since there will be large excavations which may not be completely visible, and the edge of the
roadbed may be elevated up to a foot in some portions of the project during the work.
Residents are especially cautioned to drive with care, as there may be changes to the road grade that will be
different than what they may be accustomed to on these streets. All drivers are reminded that obeying traffic signs,
flagmen, and other construction warning signals is required.
Questions, clarifications, and schedule updates can be obtained from City of Murphy Bond Project Manager Ken
Lee (972) 468-4394 (office), (972) 922-0972 (mobile), or Klee@murphytx.org.
###

ABOUT MURPHY -- Murphy is a fast-growing community located in Collin County. The population is approximately 20,010, generally characterized
as highly educated with a median household income well above the state average. With more than 80 percent of the land developed, the
community is dominated by single-family residences. City planners strive to preserve a family-oriented community with a strong sense of place.
Money Magazine has dubbed Murphy as the 27th Best Place to Live in America for small cities, and D Magazine placed Murphy as the fifth best
suburb in the 2014 list, where it has consistently ranked in the top 10.

